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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

for the 

Bureau of Aeronautics, DeJ.:ELrtmeltt of' the Navy 

FREE-S~ TESTS OF A 14-SCALl!! MODEL OF THE 
I 2 

GRUMMAN X]9F-2 .AIRPLANE WITH WING-JI'IP T.ANKB INSTALLED 

By Theodore Berman and Jack H. Wilson 

SUMMARY 

An investigation of' the spin and recovery characteristics of 

a. L-Bcale' mOdel of' the Grumman XF9F-2airplane with wing-tip tanks 
24, ' , 

installed has been conducted in the Langley 2~f'00t free-epinning 
tunnel. ,The ef'fects of control settings and movements on the erect 
spin and recovery characteristics of the model f'or a range of possible 
loadings of' the tip ,tanka were determined. Spin and recovery charac
teristics without tanks were determined in a previous investigation. 

The model results indicated that the airplarie spins will generally 
be oscillatory and that recoveries ,will be satisfactory for· all 
loadings by normal recovery technique (full rudder ,reversal followed 
approximately one4lalf turn later by moving the elevator down). The 
rudder force necessary for recovery should be within the physical 
capability of' the pilot but the elevator force maybe excessive so 
that some type of' balance or booster might be necessary, or it might be 
necessary to jettison the wing-tip tanks. 

INTRODUCTION 

On many current jet-propelled fighters there is a trend toward 
dispersing much of the ,fuel in external wing-tip tanks which may in 
some instances be permanently attached to the wing. With winErtip 
tanks installed, the mass distribution ,of the airplane ch~s as the 
fuel is used and the spin and recovery characteristics may vary with 
this change in loading. 
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In accordance with the request o~ the Bur~au o~ Aeronautics, 
Department o~ the Navy, tests have been made in the Langley 20-~oot 
~ree-spinning tunnel to determine the e~~ect on the spin and recovery 
characteristics o~ changing load in external wing-tip tanks on' 

1 ' a 2'4-scale model. o~ the Grumman XF9F-2 airplane. Tests were per~ormed 

previously in the Langley 20-~oot ~ree-ep1nning tunnel on the 

14-SCale model without external wingo-tip tanks. The results o~ those 
2 " 
tests were reported in re~erence 1. 
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SYMBOLS 

, wing spm, l"eet 

wing area" square ~eet 

wing or elevator chord at any station: along spm 

mean aerOdynamic chord (M.A.C.);, ~eet 

ratio of' distance of' center of'gravity rearward of' 
leading edge of' mean aerodynamiC chord to mean aerO
dynamic ~hord 

. '.' ", . 

ratio o~ distance between center o~ gravity and thruSt 
line to, mean aerodynamic chord, (posit1ve when c .g •. 
is belOW thrust line) 

mass o~ airplane, slugs 

moments O~ inertia about X, Y, and Z 'body axes, 

'respectively, slug-f'eet2 

inertia yawing-moment parameter 

inertia rolling-moment parameter 

inertia pitching-moment parameter 

,'dj; Ii .. Ig,,1i\l!' ' 
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p 

v 

n 

C1 

air density, slugs per cubic foot 

relative density of airplane (~b) 

angle between thrust line and vertical (approx. equal to . 
absolute value of angle of attack at plane of symmetry), 
degrees 

angle between span axis and horizontal, degrees 

full~cB.le true rate of descent, feet per second 

full~cale angular velocity about spin axis, revolutions 
per second 

helix angle; angle between flight f8.th and vertical, 
degrees (For the tests of this model, the average 
absolute value of the hel~a.ngle was approx. 40 ). 

approximate angle of sideslip at center of gravity, 
degrees (Sideslip is ,inward when 1nnerwing is down 
by an amount greater than the helix angle.) 

APPARATUS AND MEI'HODS 

Model 

'. 1 
The 24-Bcale model of the Grumman XF9F-2 used for the tests of 

reference 1 Was modified to represent the new configuration by the 
addition of ~xternal Wing-tip tanks and by, reballasting the model to 
obtain dynamic similarity to the airplane with external wins-tip tanks 
at an 'altitude of 20,000 feet (p == 0.001267 slug per cubic foot). A 
three-view drawing of the model as tested is shown in figure 1. The 
dimensional characteristics of the model as tested are given in 
table I. The tal1-da.mping power factor was computed by the method 
given in reference 2. 

Wind Tunnel and Testing Technique 

The technique used for obtaining and converting data was the same 
as that used for the original XF9F-2 model tests. (See reference 1.) 
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Spin-tunnel tests are usually made to determine the spin and 
recovery characteristics of the model at the normal spinning control 
configuration (elevator full up, ailerons neutral, and rudder full with 
the spin) and at various other aileron-elevator control combinations, 
including zero and maximum deflections. Recovery is attempted either 
by rapid full rudder reversal alone or by simultaneous rap:J,.d full 
rudder and elevator reversal. Tests are also performed to evaluate 
the possible adverse effects on recovery of small control deviations 
from the normal control configuration for spinning. For these tests, 
the ailerons are set at one-third of the full deflection in the 
direction of the slower recoveries and the elevator is s~t at full up 
or two-thirds of its full-updeflection~ whichever will cause slower 
recoveries. Recovery is attempted either by rapid rudder reversal 
alone from full with the spin to two-thirds against the spin, or by 
simultaneous rapid rudder reversal from full with the spin to two
thirds against the spin and movement of the elevator down. This 

'control configuration and movement is referred to as the "criterion 
spin." Recovery characteristics o~ the model are considered 

satisf~~to,~Y if recovery from this crltericm spin requires 2t tUrns or 

less., This value has been selected on the basis of full-scale air
plane spin-recovery data that are available for comparison with 
corres,ponding model test results. 

If rudder and elevator reversal are used for recovery, smul
taneous movement of these controls is used as a matter of testing 
convenience. It is felt that moving rudder and elevator simul
taneously leads to a somewhat conservative result i:oa.smuch as the 
rudder is shielded somewhat by the elevator moving downward as the 
rudder is moving against the spin. 

PRECISION 

The precision of the measurements made and of the data presented 
is believed to be the same as that listed in reference 1. 

Test Conditions 

Tests of the model ,oTith external wing-tip tanks were made only for 
erect spins, clean condition (flaps and landing gear retracted). The 
mass characteristics and inertia parameters of the airplane and of the 
model as tested are shown in table II and plotted in figure 2. As 
discussed in reference 3; figure 2 can be used as an aid in predicting 
the relative effectiveness of the controls on the recovery 
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characteristics of the model. Figure 3 presents an empirical 
criterion which can be used to give an indication of the expected 
recovery characteristics of a design as explained in reference 2. 

5 

The maximum. control deflections used for the current tests. were: 

Budder, deg • 
Elevator, deg • 
Ailerons, deg • 

. . . • • • • • • • • 30 right, 30 left . . . . . . . . .. • • •• 35 up, 10 down ' . . • • •• 20 up, 15 down 

Intermediate control deflections used were: 

Rudder, two-thirds deflected, deg •••• 
Elevator, two-thirds up, deg ••••• 

· . . . . . . 
· . . . 

Elevator, two-thirds down, deg . . . .. . . . . . . 

20 
231. 

3 
~ .. 

3 
Ailerons, one-third deflected, deg • 62. up, 5 down 

3 

RESULTS .AND DISCUSSION 

A preliminary analysis of the proposed tests of the XF9F-2 model 
was made using fi~ 3. When the model parameters were plotted on 
this chart, it was.noted that, with the wing-tip tanks one..,.third full; 
the model fell in a region where the expected recovery characteristics 
might be unsatisfactory. As explained in reference 2, this portion of 
the chart is conservative in that satisfactory models may fall under 
the .dividing line, but no unsatisfactory models fall above the line. 
It was therefore .decided to run tests with the model ballasted for this 
condition and other loadings which would give a representative picture . 
of the spin and recovery characteristics for the model at any possible 
loading. The results of the model tests at four representative 
loadings are presented in charts 1 to 4 and. discussed below;' 

The model data are presented in terms. of the full-scale values for 
the airplane at a test altitude of 20,000 feet. Right- and left-spin 
results were generally similar, and the results considered slightly 
conservative were arbitrarily presented in terms of right spins. For 
the condition with tanks one-third f1lll,' however, there was an 
appreciable difference in res1llts to .the right and left, ap];8rently 
due to inadvertent asymmetry of the model associated with damage 
during testing, and, aCyordingly, the res1llts obtained in both 
directions are presented. 

1 

___ - ~~ .. I 
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Tanks empty.- The results of" erect spin t~stsof the model with 
tanks installed at the wing tips (lOading pOint 1 in t.able II and 
:fig. 2) are shown in chart 1. The data shOW'that the spins were 
oscillatory, mostly in roll and yaw, and that recoveries by rudder 
reversal were satis:factory. 

Tanks one-third :full.- Erect-epin-test data with the tanks one
third :full (loading point 2 in table II and :fig. 2) are presented in 
chart 2 •. As stated previously:, re.sults :for right and left spins were 
not' s~lar. ~:ft spins were steep and recoveries by :full rudder 
reverl3al Were rapid, but right spins were :flatter and re,coveriea 
slower vith two and one-hal.:f turns being required :for recovery :from. the 
criterion spin, which is just over the border line :for satisfactory 
recoveries. It is :felt .that an average o:f the model right and left 

. spins will indicate the behavior o:f the airJ;>1.ane. It can be se,en that 
an average'o:f the results indicates satis:factory recoveries by rudder 
reversal. Simultaneous reversal o:f the rudder and elevator led to 
:four-turn recoveries.· This was considered as an indication that., :for 
this loading, movement Of the elevator down s1m.u1ta.neously with·.,orudder 
movement probably shielded the rudder somewhat,' thus rendering it lese 
~:f:fective •. Normal use o:f controls (:full rapid rudder reveJ;:sal~' . 
:followed approx. one-hal.:f turn later bymove:ri:Jent of' the elevator down) 
would prevent this. . 

Tanks three-:fourths :full.- Erect-epin~test data vith the tanks 
three-:fourtha:full (loading point 3in table II and :fig. 2) are 

. presented in chart 3. The results show that the spins were OSCillatory 
in roll, yaw, and pitch and that recoveries :from thecriteriollspin .by 
rudder ~versal alone wereunsatis:factory. When the rudder waS 
r~versed :from. fUll with the spinto tw~thirds against simultaneously 
with moving the elevator:from. full up to tw~thirds down, the model 
either recovered in two turns or had not quite recovered at the end o:f 
two turns. This was consider~d as an indication that the model was on 
the verge o:f satis:factory recovery. For this spin, satis:factory 
recoveries were obtained by simultaneous 'rudder reversal :from :full 
with to tw~thirds against the spin and movement o:f the elevator:ri-om 
:full up to full down. 

Tanks :full.- The results,o:f spin tests of the model with :fully 
loaded tanks (loading point 4 in table II and :fig. 2) are presented in 
chart 4. The spins were oscillatory, mainly in pitch, and recoveries 
were similar to those obtained when the wins-tip tanks were three
:fourths :full. Reversal of the rudder in conjunction with movement 
o:f the elevator to :full down led to a satisfactory recovery :from the 

. criterion spin. 

2 ¢ii@!RL 
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Control Forces 

The discussion of the results has been based on control 
effecti veness alone without regard to the forces required to move the 
controls. Sufficient force was applied to the controls to move them 
fully and rapidly for all tests. Sufficient force must be applied to 
the airplane controls to move them in a similar manner in order for the 
model and airplane results to be comparable. 

Calculations were made based on the information in references 4 
and 5 to deter.m:tne the expected control forces. The forces were of the 
magnitude of 100 and 150 pounds for the rudder and elevator, respec
tively. These calcula:~ions are qualitative and are felt to be somewhat 
conservative; however, inasmuch as the maximum stick push force for an 
average pilot using one hand is of the order of 120 pounds (refer-
ence 6), it is felt that these calculations indicate that the elevator
force on the 'XF9F-2 maybe excessive and some type of balance or 
booster may be required. 

Jettisoning Wing~Tip Tanks 

Information is not available as to whether jettisoning of the 
wing.;..tip tanks is possible on the XF9F-2. It is felt· that inasmuch as 
with tanks installed, it will be necessary to move the elevator down to 
obtain satisfactory recovery frama fully developed spin, and inasmuch 
as the el~vator stick force may be excessive, .. :f:.t is desirable that the 
tanks, be made jettisonableso that. recovery will be attainable without 
movement of the eleva~or down. 

Spin-tunnel experience has indicated that when wing-tip tanks are 
jettisoned in a spin, the tanks, will not hit any part of the airplane. 

Aerodynamic EfTect of Tanks 

Results obtained for the mOdel with tanks empty and corresponding 
results in reference 1 for the model without tip tanks were similar •. 
This was taken as an indication that there was no appreciable aero
dyna.m1c effect of tip tanks upon spin and recovery characteristics. 

Recommended Recovery Technique 

Based on the results obtained for the model, the following 
recommendation is made as to recovery_technique for the XF9F-2 airplane. 
The rudder should be reversed briskly from full with the spin to full 
against the spin, followed approximately one-balfturn later by 
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movement o:f the elevator :ful.l down while keeping the ailerons neutral. 
Care should be exercised to avoid premature movement o:f the elevator 
and o:f excessive rates o:f acceleration in the recovery dive • 

CONCLlBrONS 

The results o:f spin tests o:f a 2t -scale model o:f the Grumman 

XF9F-2 airplane with tip tanks installed' indicated the ~ollowing 
conclusions regarding the spin and recovery characteristics o:fthe 
airplane at a spin altitude o:f 20,000 :feet: 

1. Recoveries will be satis:factory and it is reccmmmded that, :for 
all loadings, recovery be attempted by briskly revel"singthe rudder 
:fully, :followed approximately one-hal.:f t urn later by movement o:f the 
elevator :full down while keeping the ailerons neutral; care should be 
exercised to avoid prematUre movement o:f tll.e elevator and o:f excessive 
accelerations in the recovery dive •. The spins will be oscillatory, 
mainly in roll and yaw when the tanks are em)?ty, changing to 
oscillations in pitch as the :full-tank loading is approached. 

2. The rudder control :force :for spin recovery will be within the 
phYSical capability o:f the pilot :ror spin recovery; however, the 
elevator control :force :for spin recovery might be excessive so that 
some type o:f balance or booster may be required, or it might be 
necessary to jettison thewing...,.tip tanks. ' 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee :for Aeronautics 

Langley Air Force Base~ Va. 

~.~ 
Theodore Berman 

Aeronautical Research Scientist 

~71t<J~ 
(J~Ck 'H. Wilson 

Aeronautical. Research Scientist 

Approved: 
~t:2~. 

Thomas A. Harris 
Chie:f o:f Stability Research Division 
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TABLE I.- DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GRUMMAN 

XF9F-2 AIRPLANE WITH ~ TANKS 

Length, over all, ft • • • • • • • • • • • 
Center-of-gravity location, percent c 

Wing: 
Span, ft ••.•• • .• 
Area,. sq ft • • • • • • • • . ~. . 
Section • • ••• 

. . . . · . . . 

. . 
L.E. wing at root to elevator hinge, ft ••••• 
Incidence, ~g • ., • • • • • • • • • • • • .'. • • .• 
Dihedral, deg ••••••••• '. • ••••••• 
Aspect ratio • • • • • • ••. ••• • 
Leading edge of c rearward of L.E. of wing, in •• 
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. • • • 
Sweepback at 27 percent c, deg 

Ailerons: 
Span, 'ft •••••• .. 
Area aft hinge line, sq ft 
Hinge line, percent c •• : • 

Horizontal tail: 

. . . . . . . . 

37.58 
25.1 

37.7 
250 

NACA 641 ~012 

· . .. 

... . . 

20.5 
o 
4 

4.97 
7.5 

89.4 
o 

Span, f't • . ,. • • • . • • • . • . .' • • 16.2 
60 

18.48 
o 

Total area, sq ft • • • • • • • '. • •.• 
Elevator area aft hinge line, sq ft • • •••• 
Incidence, deg •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Vertical tail: 
'rota! area, sq ft •.•• • • • • • • 
Total rudder area aft hinge11ne,aq ft • 

Tail-da.mping ratio • • • •• • 
Unshielded-rudder-volume coefficient 
Tail-da.mping power factor •• • • • 

• • e" • · . . . 
• • •• O' 

.' .... . 
· .'. 

34.89 
5.92 

0.0457 
0.0128 

• ' •• 0.000585 



Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

TABLE II.- MASS CHARAcTmITSTICS AND INERTIA PARAME'l'BRS :roB LOADING CONDITIONS 

FOSSIBLE ON GRtMWi XF9F-2 AIRPLANE WITH If.!NG-Il'IP TANKS 

INS'1'ALLBD AND :roB LOADINGS T!STED ON l:...~ALB l«>llKL 
24 

jl I' 1 

• • •• • • •••• •• •• • ••• 

[MOdel values converted to correspond1ng full-scale values; :moments of inertia given about center of graVity] 

Center-of- Momenta of inertia Mass :pe.r!IlIIeters 
Weight J.1 J.1 gravity 

(slUB-ft2) Loading (lb) sea 20,000 location 
level feet 

IX Iy IZ 
IX - Iy Iy - I Z I Z - IX 

x/C z/C 
mb2 mb2 mb2 

Airplane values 

Tip tanks on and empty 
(basic f"light) 13,000 18.0 33.8 0.240 0.007 7,7'25 19,496 25,675 -205 x 10-4 -108 x 10-4 313 x 10-4 i 

Tip tanks one-th1rd full 13,480 18.7 35.0 .240 0 12,555 19,496 30,505 -117 -185 302 

Tip tanks three-fourths full 14,900 20.6 38.7 .251 -.OlO 18,751 19,852 36,891 -17 -259 276 

Tip tanks full 15,260 21.2 39.7 • .251 ~.010 22,715 19,852 40,855 43 -312 269 

Model values 

Tip'tanks on and empty 
12,872 17.8 33.5 0.239 0.001 7,248 19,4-50 24,510 -216 X 10-4 ~ X lO-4 304 X 10-4 (basicf"light) 

Tip tanks one-third full 13,580 18.8 35.4 .247 .0103 12,596 19,657 30,524 -117 -181 298 

Tip tanks three-f"ourths full 14,870 20.6 38.7 .257 .037 20,716 21,079 39,627 -6 -282 288 

Tip tanks full 15,331 21.3 39.9 .244 -.031 22,.620 19,740 40,185 43 -302 260 

"~ .. ~: ..... r."'._,_~_""_ 

" , 
J 
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CHART 1.- SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARAcTERISTICS or THE ~-SCALE HODEL OF THE GRtlHlWI 

XF9r-2 AIRPLANE WITH THE WING-TIP '!'ANItS EHP'l'Y 

~oad1ng polnt 1 ln table II and flgure 2: tlap~ neutral: cockplt closed: recoTer, atteapted 
by rapld tull rudder reTeraal exoept aa noted (reooTer, attempted trom, and steady-epln 
data presented tor, rudder-wlth splns): rlght ereot splna] 

OX J bE 21. 

b 
i~ I 
~~ 
raiN 

Ko ap1n Two 0 ondl t ~ona posslble >336 

31 llD 
~ 611- 9U !. 

Ko apin ~I 0.22 

0 
1. 

0
11 
~ ~ 

.... :w 
~~erons 

.... 
~ 0 

1 agalnst • 
J. 

.a 
0 ... .. 0 : .. .. • III .... -w 

Al1erons tull agalnat Allerons 1'1111 wlth 

(Stlok lett) (Stlok right) 

~ 
0 i 'tI 

.... E .... 
~ e 
J. 
0 ... .. 0 : .. .. • '" .... -foil 

b 

~b 12D -
16U 

250 
291 0.34 Ko spln 

l~. ~ 

aSteep sp1n. oould not 'get steady 'data. 
bOs0111ator, 1n roll and 1aw. ATerage Tal1le or 

range at Talues g1Ten. 
Model values 
converted to 
correspondlng 
full-scale values. 
U inner wing up 

°ReooTer, attelOpted.by reTersal ot rudder trom 
tull wlth to 2/3 agalnst the spln. 

D inner wing down 
~ .. ~. G'iiiiii.iiE:iDt'MfA1!. 

ab 

>336 

1 1 
~' ~ 

, 

~ 

" q, 
(de8) (deg) 

V n 
(fps) (rps) 

Turns for 
reco'Yery 
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OHART 2.- SPIN AND REOOVERY OHARAOTERISTIOS or THE ~SOALE MODEL or THE GRUMMAN xr9r-2 AIRPLANE WITH THE 
WING-TIP TANIS ONE-THIRD FULL 

• • • • • •••• 
• 
• • 

• • •• • •• • • • •• •• 

i-oa41ng point 2 in table II and tlgure 2; tlape neutral; ooollp1t olond; recOY'17 att .. pted b)' rap1d tull rudder reYerea..}. except 
ae noted (reooTe17 attempted trom, and etead7-epln data preeented tor, .rudder-w1th epine); r1ght and lett erect epineJ 

Right ep1ne 6 UW ......... L Lett ap1ne 

a a 

~~ l7D iii 40 llD 
l8U ~~ 58 9U 

a 
25 4U 
47 l7U 

WN 
271 0.22 258 

>336 3llj. 272 0.23 

58 
l3D 

1 llU 
lk 1 

1, lIr 1. 2' 

306 
1(0 ep1n 328 0.20 

~, 1 
21j.6 0.29 

All-
b~,b2~ 

Jt 
.rone 1/3 8!1 ... -agalnet .. ~~ ,. .... 

c c ~ 
..... 

a OJ,o 
4, Ij. 

!g; ... -: .... ~~ 
~'::I ..... 

tII,o ... "" 
50 l3D 

49 lD 65 lOU 
21j.1j. Anerons Anerone 
261j. 0.32 tull agalnet 251 0.34 tull wUh Anerons 

tull aga1nlt 

~03 (St1ck lett) 1 
2Ij:, 2~ (Stlck r1ght) (Stlck rlgh~ 

t~ i 
~oo ..... ,. .... ~t 
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OHART ,._ SPIN AND REOOVERY OHARAOTERISTIOS OF THE ~ -SCALE MODEL OF THE 

GRUMMAN XF9F-2 AIRPLANE WITH THE WING-TIP TANKS THREE-FOURTHS FuLl.. 
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FigJre 1:-Three-view drawing of tt1e~-scale mOdel Of tile Grum man 
XF~2.airplane with rip tanKS installed as tested in lI1efree
Spin n I ng runnel. "IVi"I!"H~L 
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o A jr plane values 
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on the model (Points are Tor loadings lIsted in 
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